I PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST ASSOCIATION
CONQUISTANDO ESCALONES

SPONSORED BY MULTIÓPTICAS IBARRA

The Association Conquistando Escalones is formed by affected of the the
Muscular Dystrophy LGMD-1F, a degenerative disease which affects more
than 200 members of a single family and which expands to more than 8
generations, attacking every new generation harder than the previous.
2 years ago the gene which causes this generation was discovered, an
essential step to find the cure. It was known that this gene is the TNPO3 and
has affected the Transportin 3, the same which by the HIV is introduced in the
body, showing by the mutation a high resistance, immunity in many cases, to
this global pandemic. A group of world-renowned researchers and experts in
different lines have joined forces creating an ambitious medical alliance
which seeks a cure for our disease and to save million people in all over the
world.

More info, contact channels and ways to help:
www.conquistandoescalones.org
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/conquistandoescaloneseng
Twitter: https://twitter.com/AceDystrophy
Presentation Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wm6qnM9UOLg
Become member: https://goo.gl/G79EcG
Donate by Paypal: https://goo.gl/F0uAbc
Teaming Group:
https://www.teaming.net/aceasociacionconquistandoescalones
The Association Conquistando Escalones organizes his First Photographic
Competition in order to keep spreading his word.

Participants
It is an open contest to anybody interested on it. The inscription is free and
without any cost.

Topic
The topic of this contest is "steps" (escalones). It is required original and
creative photographies, even funny, with steps as an indispensable element
in the picture complemented with other ones that the imaginary of the
participant would consider suitable.

Presentation and remittance
Each participant would present a maximum of 3 pictures, indistinctly in black
and white or color. The picture has to be sent as has been made, by the
sender without manipulation nor modification, as well as without filters
and/or special effects.
The format has to be JPEG and the picture has to have a minimum size of
3000x2000. They have to be sent by email to aceasuntosweb@gmail.com. In
this mail will appear NAME, ADDRESS, TELEPHONE, TITLE OF THE PICTURE
and PLACE WHERE WAS IT TAKEN.
Pictures non-admitted: Pictures with author rights, not taken by the
participant of the contest, not suitable for children, with political and/or
religious message, offensive photos...

Jury
The jury is formed by members of the Association and photography
professionals.

Awards
1st 200 euros
2nd 100 euros
3rd 50 euros
All the awards are in cash and sponsored by MULTIÓPTICAS IBARRA.
A single participant can't win more than one award.

Presentation date
Is possible to send photographies until 29/02/2016. Te awards will be known
before finishing March 2016.

Responsibility and rights
The author is responsible of the picture and with the sending certifies to have
the permission of the people who appear in it (in case they appear). The
association is not responsible in case of any deficiencies or violations over
the privacy of the subjects in the picture returning to the author all the
responsibility.
All the pictures sent will be freely used by the assocation and their partners,
without limit of time, for the production of informative material, publicitary,
editorial and for the promotion of the activity and iniciatives organized.

